Family Finding
Bootcamp
with Kevin Campbell

23 - 26 June 2020
VENUE:
Netherlands
Church ‘De Duif’ Amsterdam
Prinsengracht 756 (City Center)

COST:

€ 795,00

Includes lunch, morning and afternoon tea.
Registration does not include accommodation.
Please note your place is not reserved until
full payment has been received.

REGISTRATION & INFO:

www.mannaslot.com
00-31(0)610059326
www.samenwerkenwijaanveiligheid.nl
00-31(0)630642245
e-mail: slot.roos.events@gmail.com

BOOK ASAP!

This event will fill quickly
and places are strictly limited.
The training will be given in English

Petra Rozeboom and Manna van ‘t
Slot are proud to host another Family
Finding Bootcamp in The Netherlands.
This workshop offers 4 days of Family
Finding training. Participants leave
this Bootcamp to have learned and
practiced skills to find and involve
naturally connected people around the
most vulnerable children and families
in our system.

Imagine...
Having the tools to be able to find 40 people
naturally connected to any child involved in a
child protection case.

“
“

A child separated from parents is inherently
vulnerable, even when in the care of the
government or a charity.
					

Kevin Campbell

Family Finding is the most radical approach
yet devised to equip child protection services
to act with urgency to find and involve every
naturally connected person available to
support the vulnerable child or young person.
Dr. Andrew Turnell

Signs of Safety and Family Finding
23-26 of June 2020 | The Netherlands

Bootcamp
Family Finding Boot Camps are a four-day immersion for staff, supervisors and managers in learning the
philosophy, framework and skills of Family Finding practice. The goal for the training is to find 40 or more relatives
and other connections, identify family members with functional strengths, engage two lead family members,
and invite 12 or more adults to a Preparation and Planning Meeting to be held within two weeks of the training.
Participants leave the Boot Camp having learned and practiced the skills of Family Finding, developed a sense of
confidence in their use of the skills, and most importantly gained the understanding that Family Finding for most
youth and families takes less than 20 hours and can be completed in weeks rather than months.

Kevin Campbell is an internationally known youth
permanency expert, founder of the Center for Family

Kevin Campbell

Finding and Youth Connectedness and developer of the
Family Finding model, a set of strategies now utilized over
200 jurisdictions across the United States and Canada to
establish lifelong supports for youth in foster care. Kevin
continues to develop strategies to address the epidemic
levels of loneliness that youth in foster care experience
while waiting for a chance to go home to their relatives or
to be adopted. He has helped over 10.000 youth achieve
permanency and continues to help up to 80 foster youth
per week.
Considerable research has demonstrated the
effectiveness of the approach and has drawn US

Tourist Info

federal government attention and endorsement. The

The conference accommodation is located in

use of Family Finding has been mandated in law by

the middle of the City Centre on the Canals of

presidents Bush and Obama in 2008, 2011 and 2014.

Amsterdam.

With its success in North America, Kevin is increasingly
introducing the Family Finding approach internationally.

It is very close to the Van Gogh museum and the
Rembrandt House Museum. For more tourist
information contact info@roosconsultancy.nl or
info@mannaslot.com

